Influence of different fusion techniques in lumbar spine over the adjacent segments: A 3D finite element study.
The most conventional technique to treat the intervertebral disc degeneration consists on fusing the affected segment with a posterior screw fixation and sometimes with the insertion of a cage in the intersomatic space. However, this kind of surgeries had controversial results in the adjacent discs. The aim of this work was to prove the stabilization of the spine and the decompression of the disc and to analyze the influence over the adjacent segments. With this purpose, four different models were built and simulated under different loading conditions. The stabilization of the spine was ensured by the screw fixation which reduced dramatically the relative motion in the affected segment. On the other hand, the pore pressure showed a high fall in the operated models proving the decompression of the neural structures. In the adjacent segments, the ROM increased up to 50% in the upper disc and 70% in the lower one. The pore pressure and principal stresses also increased after both surgeries. The observed results suggested that the fusion procedure could trigger a cascade degeneration effect over the adjacent discs, while it is also seen that cage insertion helps to maintain disc height in a better way than screw fixation only.